Relaxation of vascular and tracheal smooth muscle by cyclic nucleotide analogs that preferentially activate purified cGMP-dependent protein kinase.
Cyclic nucleotide analogs were used to study relaxation of pig coronary arteries and guinea pig tracheal smooth muscle in an attempt to determine the roles of cAMP- and cGMP-dependent protein kinases (cA-K and cG-K). In pig coronary artery strips, cGMP analogs were generally more effective than cAMP analogs in promoting relaxation of K+-induced contractions. Significant relaxation of this tissue was caused primarily by those cyclic nucleotide analogs that had high affinities for purified cG-K but not for cA-K. The low potencies of cA-K-specific analogs, as compared with cG-K-specific analogs, could not be readily explained by either unusually high susceptibilities to phosphodiesterases or low partition coefficients. The most potent cGMP analog, 8-(4-chlorophenylthio)-cGMP, exhibited a very slow reversibility of its relaxant effects in the intact tissue, consistent with its strong resistance to hydrolysis by phosphodiesterases measured in vitro. Pig coronaries contained atypically high levels of cGMP and cG-K, implying a potentially important role of this enzyme in smooth muscle function. Carbamylcholine-induced contractions of guinea pig tracheal segments were more sensitive than K+-induced pig coronary artery contractions to relaxation by cyclic nucleotide analogs. Consequently, the number of analogs that could be studied was significantly expanded. The cGMP analogs were again generally more potent, and the effectiveness of both cGMP and cAMP analogs in relaxing this preparation correlated with the Ka of the analogs for in vitro activation of cG-K, but not cA-K. A particularly strong correlation was observed when the effects of analogs modified only at the C-8 position were examined. A known target enzyme of cA-K, phosphorylase, was not activated by cG-K-specific analogs but was activated by high concentrations of the cA-K-specific analogs. Studies using cyclic nucleotide analogs support a role for cG-K, but not for cA-K, in decreasing smooth muscle tone.